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Matched Quartet/Quad JJ EL84 Tesla Tubes in Generic Box

Model : -

Manufacturer : -

Match Quartet/Quad of JJ EL84 Tesla Tubes - BRAND NEW
in Generic Box The JJ EL84 has become one of the most
popular EL84 valves used today. A favourite with musicians
and amplifier manufacturers for their versatile application.
Manufactured by JJ electronics, what used to be the Tesla
name. The EL84 JJ projects a classic raunchy sound from
Rock to Blues and Jingly warm clean tones. One of the most
rebranded EL84&#39;s around today. You will see this valve
In many different disguises. We don&#39;t believe In freezing
(Cryogenic) these valves, hear them In their true natural
form.Manufacturer&#39;s Blurb:JJ Valves need no
introduction they are great quality &amp; great sounding.
They are well balanced and harmonically rich. If your looking
for a great value valves for your amp then look no further.
Also known as the 6BQ5.Platinum Matched &amp; TestedWe
burn-in these valves for a minimum of 30-40 hours before
matching. The reason we do this is to get rid of any faulty or
weak valves and as a pre-grading process to allow the
plate/grid mechanism to relax into it&#39;s rest position. Tiny
differences in construction make for enormous differences in
electrical characteristics, and thus if a tube is graded after
it&#39;s been burned in then the measured characteristics
hold true over its lifespan to a greater extent. This seems
simple but it&#39;s amazing how many vendors ignore it.
It&#39;s the reason so many people complain about poorly
graded valves. These are Platinum Matched &amp; Tested
with state of the art digital &amp; analogue measuring
equipment for:• Current (ma)• Transconductance (gm)•
Emission Quality• Grid Leakage• Shorts

Price : £34.95
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Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 07 December, 2017
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